BRING ENJOYMENT BACK TO GAMING WITH WOODEN SPEAKERS!

KRA TOS S5

- 24-bit/96kHz high-fidelity USB audio
- 4" satellites plus 6.5" subwoofer for full-bodied midrange, clear highs and deep dynamic bass
- Wooden enclosures for fuller, warmer, more natural sound
- Fully customizable BlasterX Acoustic Engine Pro audio enhancements
- Programmable LED lighting with 16.8 million colors
- Easy-access audio control pod for volume control and mic connection

120W PEAK

KRA TOS S3

- Powerful 2.75" satellites and 5.25" subwoofer
- Wooden enclosures for fuller, warmer, more natural sound
- 92W peak power for that extra "oomph" in games, movies and music
- Easy-access volume control and headphone jack on right satellite
- Professionally tuned audio profiles on BlasterX Acoustic Engine

92W PEAK